Damage mechanical behaviors of glass fiber reinforced composites for wind energy applications are studied using numerical method. Several different modeling techniques of damage initiation and propagation are presented. Unit cell models with single fiber and with multi-fiber are modeled by cohesive element model, surfacebased cohesive model and extended finite element method (XFEM), respectively. These modeling approaches are compared and led to very close results. Based on the comparison of the strong sides of different modeling techniques, the combination of them is implemented in the same cell models, i.e., different damageable parts in composites (matrix cracks, fiber/matrix interface damage and fiber fracture) are modeled by different modeling techniques. Results indicated that they can be simultaneously used successfully.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of modern industry and technique, demands for current and upcoming applications of fiber reinforced composites are increasing. Owing to their quality properties and performance over conventional engineering materials, such as higher strength, lower weight and higher toughness characteristics, they are found wide applications in aerospace and marine industry, wind power, civil engineering, national defence, etc. on. In response to these requirements, research on fiber reinforced composites has attracted much attention in materials science and mechanics fields. It is recognized as an important research field in the new century.
The fiber reinforced composites components may eventually fail because of any pre-existing defects such as micro-cracks, voids and interface debonding. The reliability of some fiber reinforced composites components, especially damage and fracture behaviors, are critical to the safety and functioning of these components, as the possibility of crack development is inevitable during the service life of the material. Therefore, it is necessary to ascertain the reliability and damage assessment of defect-weakened fiber reinforced composites. In order to model the damage and failure of fiber reinforced composites under * Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. mechanical load, several modeling approaches are used. Different approaches have their own advantages and application fields. They can be divided into several main groups. [1] [2] The shear lag and other analytical models based on simplifying assumptions are applicable mainly to the linear elastic material behaviors and relatively simple, periodic microgeometrics. They are often used to analyze the load transfer and multiple cracking in composites. [3] [4] [5] [6] The fiber bundle model has been used to study the damage behaviors of fiber while loading along the fibers. [7] [8] The fracture mechanics-based models often are used to the case of fiber bridging analysis of elastic or homogeneous material. [9] [10] [11] The numerical continuum mechanical models, usually finite element models, allow the incorporation of many different features of the nonlinear material behaviors and the analysis of the interaction of available and evolving microstructural elements. 1-2 12-19 Many computational experiments of damage and failure in composites have been done by employing numerical continuum mechanical models.
Additional, experimental investigation about mechanical behaviors of glass fiber reinforced composites also made great advance. For example, the interfacial shear strength between the fiber and the matrix of the fiber embedded matrix specimen was calculated by single fiber fragmentation test and fiber strengths of both sized and unsized fiber were found. 20 The tensile strength and fracture surface characterization of sized and unsized glass fibers were examined by single fiber tensile tests. The experimental tests clearly indicated that the unsized fibers were weaker in the low strength range, but had similar strength in the high strength range. 21 SEM (scanning electron microscopy) in situ experiments of damage growth in GFRP composite under three-point bending loads were carried out. The dependence of mechanical parameters on the orientation angles of fibers was analyzed. 22 In the present work, numerical continuum mechanical models were used to simulate the damage initiation, evolution and interaction among different damageable parts (matrix cracks, fiber/matrix interface damage and fiber fracture) in unidirectional glass fiber reinforced composites under tension load. The results from different modeling techniques, which include cohesive zone modeling, surface-based cohesive modeling and XFEM, were compared and discussed.
UNIT CELL MODELS AND DIFFERENT MODELING TECHNIQUES
In order to simulate the damage initiation and propagation progress in composites, several unit cell models with single fiber and multi-fiber were employed. Damage progress was modeled by several modeling techniques: the cohesive elements model, surfaced-based cohesive behavior model and XFEM model. The basic principles of them are introduced as follows.
Cohesive Elements Modeling
Most of the fiber reinforced composites materials exhibit elasticbrittle behavior. There is less significant plastic deformation before damage initiation. A typical stress-strain relation is mostly linear-elastic in a first part and then tracked by degradation until the material fully losses its stiffness, which is called tractionseparation response. There are three typical models to describe the post-damage process of a traction-separation, including exponential model, trapezoidal model and bilinear model. 23 In this study, bilinear model was employed.
Damage initiation refers to the beginnings of the degradation of the response of a material point. The process of degradation begins when the stresses and/or strains satisfy certain damage criterion. Here maximum nominal stress criterion was selected, which was assumed to initiate when the maximum nominal stress ration reaches a critical value. 23 Once the damage initiation criterion is reached, the damage evolution describes the rate of degradation of the material. A scalar damage variable D is introduced to represent the overall damage process. D monotonically evolves from 0 (no damaged has occurred) to 1 (overall damaged) upon further loading after damage initiation. The stress tensor is shown in Eq. (1), wheret represents the stress tensor without damage and t is the reduced actual stress tensor.
In the cohesive elements model, cohesive elements were placed in the damageable layers of fibers, matrix or interfaces. Threedimensional 6-node linear triangular prism cohesive elements COH3D6 or three-dimensional 8-node linear brick cohesive elements COH3D8 were used in the cohesive layers. The cohesive elements connected to other elements by sharing nodes.
The stiffness of the cohesive elements was calculated as Young's modulus divided by the thickness of cohesive element. The maximum nominal stress traction-interaction failure criterion was selected for the damage initiation in the cohesive elements, and the energy based damage evolution law is selected for damage propagation.
Surfaced-Based Cohesive Behavior Modeling
The surface-based cohesive behavior modeling is another implementation of traction-separation response. The principle of it is the same as cohesive elements modeling, described in Section 2.1. Comparison to conventional cohesive elements method, it is defined as a surface interaction property, not a material property, and is primarily intended for situation in which the interface thickness is negligibly small. 23 
XFEM Modeling
In recent years, the extended finite element method (XFEM) has emerged as a powerful numerical procedure for the analysis of fracture problems. [25] [26] In comparison to the conventional finite element method, the XFEM provides significant benefits in the numerical modeling of crack propagation.
In the conventional formulation of the FEM, the existence of a crack is modeled by requiring the crack to follow element edges. In contrast, the crack geometry in the XFEM need not be aligned with the element edges. XFEM can be used to study the initiation and propagation of a crack along an arbitrary, mesh-independent, solution-dependent path, which provides flexibility and versatility in modeling. 23 27 Phantom nodes, which are superposed on the original real nodes, are introduced to represent the discontinuity of the cracked elements, as illustrated in Figure 1 . When the element is intact, each phantom node is completely constrained to its corresponding real node. When the element is cut through by a crack, the cracked element splits into two parts. Each part is formed by a combination of some real and phantom nodes depending on the orientation of the crack. Each phantom node and its corresponding real node are no longer tied together and can move apart. 23 
3D Unit Cell Models of Composites with
Damageable Elements The dimensions of the cell models were 10 × 10 × 10 mm 3 . The unit cells were subject to a uniaxial tensile displacement loading along the axis of fiber (Z axis direction) (applied strain 10%). The boundary conditions for all simulations were as follows: (1) surface with coordinate z = 0 was restricted, and the 1st degree of freedom of line with x = 0 and z = 0 was restricted; (2) for the other five sides of the cell model, the sides of the cube were fixed in such a way that all the nodes were bound together. So, each side could move only as a plane. The epoxy matrix composite reinforced with glass fibers was studied in this paper. Table I shows the properties of the phases used in the simulations.
After finished the modeling, the simulations were carried out with ABAQUS/STANDARD.
SINGLE-FIBER UNIT CELL MODELS
In this section, the damage evolution in 3D single-fiber unit cell models was investigated. Comparison to the work in Ref. [30] two different other modeling techniques were added. Three situations (only fiber was damageable, both fiber and fiber/matrix interface were damageable, all the phases in composites were damageable) were modeled and compared by these three different modeling techniques(the cohesive elements model, surfacedbased cohesive behavior model and XFEM model).
The volume content of fiber is 4% in the single-fiber models, which result in that the fiber diameter is 2.26 mm.
Single Fiber Model of Tension
Without Interface A single-fiber FE unit cell model with one damageable layer in fiber was considered here, as shown in Figure 2 . The strength of the fiber is assumed to be 1000 MPa here. The damage evolution was modeled using above mentioned three approaches, respectively. Nominal stress-strain of the cell models and stress distributions in the models were determined. Figure 3 shows the nominal stress-strain curves of the unit cell model. The von Mises stress distributions after the fiber failure are shown in Figure 4 . Fig. 2 . Single-fiber model with one damageable layer in fiber. From Figure 3 , one can see that the three models give very similar results regarding the overall response, i.e., carrying capacity of the cell models. The stiffness of the cell decrease after the fiber is broken. Simultaneously, the load capacity of the cell decreases. However, the stiffness of the surface-based model is slight smaller than the other two models. This is caused by the modeling progress. Share nodes are used to connect the fiber and matrix for the other two modeling techniques. For surface-based cohesive model, tied constraints is used between the fiber and matrix in order to overcome the over-constraints of the nodes shared by the cohesive surface and matrix.
From Figure 4 , one can see that the maximum Mises stress in the cell model occurred in the fiber even after the fiber was broken. The minimum Mises stress in the fiber occurred close to the centre of crack tip owing to the appearance of new surface. Besides, it is found that the maximum Mises stress in the matrix is vicinal to the crack. Because after the fiber broken, part of the load borne by the intact fiber transfers to the matrix. The region of the stress concentration on the matrix is a potential point for damage initiation in the matrix. However, difference also can be found among them. As to the cohesive elements model, the maximum Mises stress in the fiber occurred at the edge of the crack surface. It was caused by the connect type between fiber and matrix: share nodes. As to the other two modeling techniques, the maximum Mises stress in the fiber occurred far away from the crack tip. Another difference between the three modeling techniques is the stress concentration areas of surface-based cohesive behavior model is larger than those of XFEM model and cohesive elements model.
Single Fiber Model of Tension with
Damageable Interface In Section 3.1, the simulation assumed the very strong fiber/matrix interface bonding, and only damage in fiber was studied. In fact, debonding between fiber and matrix often occurs. One of modeling techniques for fiber/matrix interface is considering the interface as a "third material layer." The idea of the interphase layer model is based on the following reasoning. The surfaces of fibers are usually rather rough, and that influences both the interface debonding process and the frictional sliding. The interface regions in many composites contain interphases, which influence the debonding process as well. [31] [32] Thus, the interface debonding does not occur as a two dimensional opening of two contacting plane surfaces, but is rather a three-dimensional process in some layer between the homogeneous fiber and matrix materials. Therefore, the interface damage and debonding are modeled as the damage evolution in a thin layer between fiber and matrix. 2 12-13 33 Owing to the thickness of interface is negligibly small, a surfaced-based cohesive behavior was employed to model to the interface in the simulation. Comparison to introducing a third material, a cohesive interaction property was defined. The damageable property of the fiber is also modeled with XFEM. According to Ref. [20] the interfacial shear strength between the fiber and the matrix is around 27 MPa. So, the value of fiber strength 1000 MPa is assumed and interfacial shear strength 27 MPa are used. The nominal stress strain curve of the cell model is shown in Figure 5 . In order to compare the effect of introducing the interface, the nominal stress strain curve of just fiber damageable model is presented as well.
From Figure 5 , it can be seen that the interface layer strength has no effect on the effective response of the composite with intact fibers. However, after the fiber is broken, the stronger interface layer result in the higher pre-critical load of the cell model, which agree with the simulation results of cell models with cohesive elements modeling techniques and with element weakening techniques. 30 However, it is of interesting that the nominal stress of the cell model with damageable interface has a second decline, which can be clearly seen from Figure 5 . The phenomena did not appear in the former simulations 30 and it is reasonable. Because when the interface is damaged, debonding will occur, and part of the fiber will be pulled out, which could result in the decrease of the load capacity of the cell model.
Competition Among Different Damageable
Parts in Single Fiber Model In this section, we seek to consider the interaction among all three damage modes in composites (matrix cracks, fiber/matrix interface damage and fiber fracture), and the sequence of damageable evolution. This issue has been discussed by inserting one or three cohesive matrix cracks in matrix. 30 In those given cases/for given material properties, the sequence of damage evolution is as follows: first, fiber cracking, then interface debonding, and finally, the matrix crack damages.
However, the probability of existing matrix crack may be small. The place, where matrix crack occur, usually has higher stress, i.e., higher stress in matrix leads to the failure of matrix. In this study, a XFEM modeling technique was employed to describe the matrix. That is to say no potential crack is introduced in the matrix. A matrix crack's initiation and propagation is along to an arbitrary, mesh-independent, solution-dependent path. The failure stress of epoxy matrix was taken to be 67 MPa. 28 The value of fiber strength 1000 MPa is assumed and interfacial shear strength 27 MPa 20 are used as above investigation. The nominal stress strain curve of the cell model is shown in Figure 6 . point A, B, C, and D in Figure 6 . From them, the following conclusion can be drawn.
Before the fiber is broken, the maximum stress occurs in the fiber and the fiber bears most of the load, which is corresponding to the linear relation on the nominal strain curve of the cell model, as shown in Figure 7 (a) and Figure 6 .
Just after the fiber is broken, the nominal stress of the cell decreases, and the damage competition between matrix and interface occurs. Comparison to the results in Refs. [13, 30] i.e., the sequence of damage evolution is that the fiber is broken Figure 6 ; (b) = 1 560%, corresponding to point B in Figure 6 ; (c) = 1 583%, corresponding to point C in Figure 6 ; (d) = 1 635%, corresponding to point D in Figure 6 .
firstly, which follows by the interface debonding, and the matrix crack damages finally, the matrix crack occurs earlier than the interface debonding in the simulation, as shown in Figure 7 (b) and Figure 6 . The place where the matrix crack occurs is in vicinity of the fiber crack tip, which is corresponding to the conclusion in Section 3.1, i.e., after the fiber broken, part of the load borne by the intact fiber transfers to the matrix. The region of the stress concentration on the matrix is a potential point for damage initiation in the matrix. From Figure 7 (c) and Figure 6 , one can see that after the fiber is broken, the damage evaluations in matrix and interface carry on at the same time. As to the present in nominal stress strain curve of the cell, a second decline can be seen, which is corresponding to the results in Section 3.2.
From Figure 7 (d), it can be seen that the damage in interface finishes firstly, and the fiber is fully pulled out. The load is borne by the matrix at this stage. From Figure 6 , one can see that the nominal stress decreases greatly at this point. Prediction can be made that with the process of damage in matrix, the cell will fully lose its load capacity.
MULTIFIBER UNIT CELL MODELS
Cell model with single fiber is the simplest situation. In fact, there are many fibers in the composites. They bear the load together and the damage evaluation progress is complicated owing to the interaction among competing damage mechanisms, multiple fiber breaks, etc. in composites. In this section, we consider the effect of multiple fibers, interaction between many fiber cracks and other defects on the strength and damage evolution in composites. The volume content of fibers was taken 34%.
Multi-Fiber Model of Tension Without Interface
Let us consider the effect of multiple fibers on the damage evolution in the composite. A 10-fiber unit cell model is shown in Figure 8 . Every fiber in the cell has only one damageable layer, randomly placed along the fiber axis. The fiber strength distribution follows Weibull probability law with parameters 0 = 929 8 MPa and m = 2 55. 20 Two modeling methods, cohesive elements model and XFEM model, were employed to study the damage evolution. In this case, only fibers are considered to be damageable. The matrix and interface are supposed to be very strong and non-damageable. The nominal stress-strain curves of the cell model are shown in Figure 9 . From Figure 9 , it can be seen that the two modeling techniques lead to close results of the overall despondence of the cell model. And comparing with Figure 3 , one can also see that: (1) there are many zigzags, which are caused by the subsequent fracture of fibers, on each stress strain curve in the case of multi-fiber model. Every zigzag corresponds to at least one fiber's failure. The load capacity of the cell would decrease after the failure of fibers. At the same time, the more fiber failure, the less stiffness of the cell model is. (2) The decreased values of stress in single fiber models are bigger than those in multi-fiber models. Because for the single fiber model, after the fiber broken, part of the load borne by the intact fiber transfers to the matrix, which has lower stiffness and the load capacity of it is relatively lower. However, for the multi-fiber model, after one fiber broken, part of the load borne by it would transfers to other intact fibers, which have higher stiffness and the load capacity of them is relatively higher.
Multi-Fiber Model of Tension with Damageable Interface
Based on the multi-fiber model in Section 4.1, a surfaced-based cohesive behavior was introduced to the interface in the simulation. The interfacial shear strength between the fiber and the matrix is also assumed to 27 MPa. 20 The nominal stress strain curve of the cell model is shown in Figure 10 . In order to compare the effect of introducing the interface, the nominal stress strain curve of just fiber damageable model is presented as well. A comparison of the von Mises stress distribution of these two cases in given strain is shown in Figure 11 .
From Figure 10 , one can see that before damage initiation, the load capacity of the two models, i.e., only fiber damageable multi-fiber model and multi-fiber model with damageable fibers and surface-based cohesive interface, are nearly the same. However, after damage initiation, the load capacity of the former model is bigger than that of the later model. This trend is more evident with the damage evolution. The reason lies in that, for the former model, the fibers can also bear some load after they are broken. However, for the later model, the broken fibers don't bear any load after they are pulled out. This conclusion can be draw from Figure 11 .
Competition Among Different Damageable
Parts in Multi-Fiber Model
In the section, the interaction among all three damage modes in composites (matrix, interface and fibers) is considered. Based on the multi-fiber model used in Section 4.2, a damageable matrix is introduced to form a new model, in which the damageable matrix is modeled by XFEM technique. The failure stress of epoxy matrix was taken to be 67 MPa. The nominal stress strain curves of the cell models (before and after introducing XFEM matrix) are shown Figure 12 .
From Figure 12 , it can be seen that introducing damageable, XFEM modeled matrix does not bring evident effect on the load capacity of the cell. There is slight difference between the two curves while the third fiber broken (while strain = 0 8123%). It is caused by the implement of different modeling techniques. Calculating results indicate that the broken fiber does not result in damage in matrix at that moment.
For the single fiber model, the broken fiber induces stress concentration in matrix, which results in the damage in matrix. However, for multi-fiber model, after the break of one fiber, the load borne by it will transfers to other intact fibers, which have higher stiffness and the load capacity of them is relatively higher. Thus, no serious stress concentration in matrix appears and the broken fiber does not result in damage in matrix.
CONCLUSION
Numerical investigations of the damage initiation and propagation in glass fiber reinforced epoxy matrix composites are used to analyze the interplay of damage mechanisms with several different modeling techniques. The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of computational investigations:
The cohesive element model, surface-based cohesive model and extended finite element method (XFEM) are all effective modeling techniques to investigate damage behaviors in composites. They can be simultaneously used successfully.
In the cases of only fiber/fibers is/are damageable, these modeling techniques give very similar results regarding the overall response, i.e., carrying capacity of the cell models. Of course, slight difference among these models exists, such as the region stress distribution and the stiffness of the models. Besides, the maximum Mises stress in the matrix is vicinal to the crack. The region of the stress concentration on the matrix is a potential point for damage initiation in the matrix. Compare to single fiber models, the multi-fiber models have theirs characters: the subsequent fracture of fibers induce many zigzags on stress strain curves in the case of multi-fiber model. The decreased values of stress in single fiber models are bigger than those in multi-fiber models.
While introducing damageable matrix/fiber interface, which is modeled with surfaced-based cohesive behavior, it can be seen that the interface layer has no evident effect on the effective response of the composite with intact fibers. However, after damage initiation, the load capacity of the model with strong interface is bigger than that of the model with damageable interface. Because in the later model the fiber's broken is followed by the damage of interface, which result in the pull out of the fiber from the matrix. The broken fibers don't bear any load after they are pulled out.
When taking into account the damage of matrix, the interaction and damage competition among all three damage modes in composites will appear. For the single fiber model, the damage sequence is different from exist result (i.e., sequence of damage evolution is that the fiber is broken firstly, which follows by the interface debonding, and the matrix crack damages finally). In the case of this study, after the fiber is broken, the damage competition between matrix and interface occurs. The matrix crack occurs earlier than the interface debonding, which is followed by simultaneous damage propagation in matrix and interface. Then, the damage in interface finishes firstly, and the fiber is fully pulled out. The load is borne by the matrix at this stage until the cell loses its all load capacity. For the multi-fiber model, owing to the interaction of different fibers, the broken fiber does not result in damage in matrix and introducing damageable matrix does not bring evident effect on the load capacity of the cell.
